
Course Name: Logic  
 second  : Stage          2  : Hours No          4  : Units No         Yearly     : System 

Vocabulary  
Introduction: The definition of logic, the importance of logic and the need for it 

Definition of science, the relationship of logic to the stages of human learning 

Perception and ratification, sections of ratification, ignorance and its sections 

Science is necessary and theoretical, research the science of logic 

The meanings of the semantics and their sections 

Verbal significance: definition, division, division of words 

Tandem and contrast, division of different words, division of correspondence 

Singular and compound, singular sections 

Macro and micro, macro macro, accomplice, skeptic 

The concept and credibility of the title and title 

The four ratios 

Proportion between extremes 

The five colleges: (type, gender, class, special, overview) 

Other subdivisions: (real and additional type) gender  near and far 

Pregnancy and its types: Incidental, logical, natural and mental 

Identifier: Introduction to its definition and definition 

Sections of definition: full limit, minus, full and incomplete 

Definition of the example, the inductive method, the definition of the analogy, the conditions of definition 

Divide: Introduction to the statement of division assets, division of divisions, basis of division 

Division types, division methods 

Definition of division, gain definition of division 

The method of mental analysis, such as binary logic division 

Issues and provisions, case definition, case sections 

Parts of the case, sections of the case as a subject, the fence and its terms 

The division of conditional : (conditional  neglected and restricted), the fence in the condition , the division of 

the women 

The resulting and alerted, routers 

General possibility and potential, case hand, and types of routers 

The Special Conditional Compulsory Compartmental Parts of the Existential Being 

Other condition  divisions and separate divisions 

In the provisions of the cases and the ratios between them, the contradiction and its conditions, the 

difference, the overlap, the antagonism and the entry into contradiction 

 


